Readers’ Competition
More laureates & more advice!

What’s On
Watercolour events from all over the world.

Zoom On
Watercolour International IV, in Greece

We Were There
5th Biennial of Arcachon, France

Artist Challenge
Three artists (Yuko Nagayama, Evelyn Dunphy, Adisorn Pornsirikarn), one subject: flower painting

Revelations
Aood Ampawa, Jean-Marc Robin, Lynn Ferris, Oskar Thorarensen

Roberto Andredeli
This former professional musician shows great spontaneity in his watercolours of musicians.

Rukiye Garip
The Turkish painter strives to recapture a pure natural state, not yet affected by man.

Ali Cavanaugh
All of her paintings are based on a deep connection with her model, thus constituting a slice of life.

Portfolio: Trevor Waugh
This English painter travels the world over in search of inspiration and subjects.

Silvano Tacus
His compositions are both sober and discreetly complex, using a mostly monochrome palette.

André Méhu
Freshness of colours and brightness of compositions.

Robert Zangarelli
He likes to roam the streets of Italy and elsewhere looking for subjects that he then transcribes, on the spot or in his studio.

Technical Guide
> Laurie Goldstein-Warren: painting monochrome portraits
> What tools for drawing?
> How to entitle your paintings
> Plein-air painting with Ross Paterson
> How to sell your works online

Nishikant Palande
The Indian painter is the winner of our last issue’s Readers’ Competition.

My Favourite Painting
Jonathan Kwegyir Aggrey on “Yellow House”
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